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Why compliance?

An effective compliance regime protects the integrity
of your entitlements and the water market
Victoria has a long history of good compliance
•

Effective water entitlement framework

•

Collaborative approach to compliance

•

Largest fleet of modern meters in Australia

Reaffirmed in
MDBA’s 2017 review
after Four Corners
report

Committed to maintaining high standards
•

Water for Victoria (2016) – recognised the need to modernise compliance in
Victoria

•

Basin Compliance Compact (2018) – leading on joint efforts to improve Basin wide
compliance

•

Water and Catchments Legislation Amendment Act 2019 – new penalties and
enforcement measures to discourage water theft
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Increased focus on compliance Basin wide
Drivers
•

Four Corners report 2017 – ‘Pumped – Who’s benefitting from the billions spent
on the Murray-Darling Basin?’

•

Subsequent reviews highlighted need for consistent approaches across Basin
states

Impact on Victoria
•

Greater Commonwealth oversight of the states including appointment of Interim
Inspector General of MDB Water Resources (Mick Keelty)

•

Reviews have shown that compliance in Victoria is strong though room for
improvement in penalties and transparency

•

Basin Compliance Compact - Victoria is working collaboratively with other states
to improve compliance
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Water Act Reforms
In August 2019, Victoria passed new legislation with tougher penalties and
enforcement measures to discourage offences including water theft, tampering
of meters, misuse of water
Higher penalties from 9 October 2019
Increased the maximum fine for intentional offences, if substantial harm is
caused, to:
- $198,000 for individuals, and
- $990,000 for companies (five times higher for body corporates).

New enforcement actions
- New fines for breaching a licence condition
- New powers to suspend or cancel a licence
- New powers to issue Penalty Infringement Notices for a wide range of minor
incidents of offending
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Victoria’s Compliance Framework
Role of DELWP
• Protect integrity of the water entitlement framework and water markets
• Oversee compliance state-wide
• Oversee performance and governance of water corporations
• Policy and legislative reform

Role of water corporations
• Front line role
• Manage compliance and enforcement
• Empowered to investigate and prosecute offences
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Victoria’s Compliance Framework
• Priority is on proactively encouraging and assisting compliance
• Capacity for enforcement actions to be escalated to the highest power
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Victoria’s priorities for 2019/20
1. Improve enforcement of unauthorised take
• When water users take water without first buying allocations or exceed
their licence volumes
• This is an offence under the Act
• Has happened historically – but will not be allowed to continue as this
would undermine confidence in the integrity of the water market

2. Building capacity in compliance
• Implementing new enforcement powers
• Community of practice
• Training

3. Implementing remaining Basin Compliance Compact actions
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Questions

For more information, please visit:
•

https://www.water.vic.gov.au/mdb/compliance

•

https://www.water.vic.gov.au/water-for-agriculture/takingand-using-water/non-urban-water-compliance-andenforcement-in-victoria
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